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Cajun Deep Foundations’ vision is to be the premier full service deep foundation                                                       
company providing un-paralleled foundation solutions on land and water. 

Bringing it BACK HOME!!! 
In August of this year, Cajun Deep Foundations was awarded the most prestigious safety award that the ADSC has to 
offer.  The ADSC (The International Association of Foundation Drilling) awarded the Rick Marshall Excellence in 
Safety award to Cajun Deep Foundations at this year’s ADSC Summer meeting.  The Rick Marshall Excellence in Safety 
award is presented annually to the company that demonstrates a comprehensive and consistent safety program, beginning 
at the highest administrative level, filtering down throughout the entire company culture to the most basic field 
operations.   This is the 3rd time that Cajun Deep Foundations has been selected for this honor.  Cajun is in a class of its 
own being the only three-time winner of this prestigious award.  Cajun Deep Foundations was also selected in 2009 and 
2011 to receive the Rick Marshall Excellence in Safety award.  Mark Mumford, Cajun Deep Foundations Division 
Safety Manager, started in his newly promoted position back in October of 2016.  One of his first commitments to Scott 
Callaway, President of Cajun Deep Foundations, was to bring the Rick Marshall Excellence in Safety award back to 
Baton Rouge and do this in honor of the late Chris Jacob.  This award is another testament to Cajun’s commitment to 
safety.  Thank you to all the men and women out in the field executing our work on a daily basis.  The effort and 
commitment that each of you in the field has to keep your fellow employees safe and out of harm’s way does not go 
unnoticed.  Thank You!  Also, thank you to Becky Poche and Mark Mumford for assembling an award winning 
submittal.  This one is for you, Chris. 

Travis Parker- Operations Manager – Drill Shafts 
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I had the pleasure of interviewing Robert “Rob” Baker on the eve of his 7-year 
anniversary with Cajun Deep Foundations, LLC. We met onsite at Lyondell Bassell in 
La port, TX to discuss why he values Cajun’s safety culture and his experiences as an 
active member in it.  The man from Bay St. Louis, MS has always been a leader within 
his Cajun team and a Foreman since 2013.  When asked what he likes about his 
profession he replied, “This is my office”.  He described a love for driving piles and 
being very involved in the work.  Rob can be observed doing just that on a job site. 
Everything from leading a Pre-Task meeting, preparing a work area, and coordinating 
with other contractors, Rob ensures that pile driving operations are conducted as 
smoothly as possible.  I asked Rob what has been his favorite job so far at Cajun that 
he can remember (he is an older man) being on but before he could answer the 
question he sees something going on in the work area. A pin was found on the ground 
under the leads so Rob sprang into action. He coordinates what needs to happen to fix 
the recognized hazard. He makes a call to the supervisor, updates the pre task and gets 
it handled.  Without skipping a beat, Rob returned and told me about the Domino 
Sugar Refinery in Arabi, Louisiana.  The crew was taken on a tour of the refinery and 
could often smell the sweet scent of the sugar being made onsite.  Rob also talked 
about the future with Cajun Deep Foundations.  He describes having a proud feeling 
about being a part of our 5 year recordable free safety record and looks forward to 
attaining that title again.  In the same serious tone, I asked Rob why safety was 
important to him.  He said, “These guys are my family, I spend more time with them 
then I do with anybody else on the planet”. Not only does Rob take working safe 
personal but he relates safe work to future jobs.  He said, “I like to work”, meaning the 
safer we are the more jobs will continue to come for Cajun.  Rob is a valued member 
of Cajun’s pile driving force and his dedication to safety is what the company strives 
to instill in all of its employees.  Great things are happening for Cajun Deep 
Foundations and they will continue to because of team members like Rob.  

Kyle Ambeau – Project Safety Coordinator 

  
 HUNTING IS HERE 
According to a recent survey, hunters accidentally shoot approximately 1,000 people every year in US and Canada. Another activity that has its 
share of incidents is the use of ATV/UTV’s. Traversing to and from the hunting area over rough terrain by over confident riders can be fatal.   
Here are just a few Safety Tips to remember: 

Gun Safety Tips Tree Stand Safety Tips ATV/UTV Safety Tips General Safety Tips 

Be Familiar with your firearm Never climb tree or stand with loaded 
gun Wear proper safety gear Wear hunter orange above the 

waistline at least 400 sq inches 

Always assume gun is loaded Keep cell phone on your person Stay off public roads Carry a flashlight 

Your finger should only be on the trigger 
when intend to shoot 

Perform tree stand maintenance with 
at least other one person Don’t drive under the influence Dress for the weather 

Practice muzzle safety and awareness Replace worn and weathered steps 
and straps Supervise kids Avoid alcoholic beverages while 

hunting 

Never cross fence, jump ditch with 
loaded gun 

Always use a rope to pull up gun or 
bow 

Always unload firearms before riding 
in any vehicle, including ATV’s/UTV’s 

Always tell someone where you are 
going and when you plan to return 

Never point your gun toward another 
person Never shoot towards another hunter Do not overload the ATV/UTV Bring a compass or GPS with you 

Know what is behind your target Wear an anchored body harness Stay off public roads Avoid hunting alone when possible 

 
Cajun Deep Foundations’ mission is to be the industry leader creating sustainable value for our 

clients and for the benefit of our community 

  

Robert “Rob” Baker 

Rob Baker 
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Marathon Petroleum Corporation acquired their Galveston Bay Refinery from British Petroleum (BP) in 2013 for $2.4 
billion dollars. Since the acquisition, Marathon has made a commitment to change the safety culture within the refinery by largely 
investing in renovation and maintenance of the facility. These investments have provided Cajun Deep Foundations several 
opportunities to complete numerous projects while showcasing our commitment to safety, and ultimately providing Marathon 
with a quality product. 

Since February of 2017, Cajun Deep Foundations has been contracted to complete several scopes within the Galveston 
Bay Refinery. Upon arrival, CDF’s first scope included the installation of drilled shafts, and upon completion, transitioned into 
installing helical piles during Marathon’s Spring turnaround. Following the turnaround, Cajun has been tasked with completing 
multiple work packages throughout the refinery, utilizing an array of piling applications.  

Completed Scopes: 

 Helical Piles  
o 138 Helical Piles  
o Diameters ranging from 4.5” OD to 9.625” OD 
o Lengths ranging from 40’ to 75’ 

 Drilled Shafts 
o 107 Drilled Shafts 
o Diameters ranging from 24” to 36”  
o Lengths ranging from 12’ to 35’ 

 Sheet Piles 
o 125 WF PZ-27 @ 30’ Long 
o 800 WF SKL-10’s @ 20’ Long 

 
A team effort between Cajun Deep Foundations, Cajun Constructors and Cajun Engineering Solutions has proven to be 

successful with respect to the most recently issued work package. The Cajun team provided Marathon with several value-
engineering approaches to build a cofferdam for a critical lift station on Marathon’s WWTP Project. Because of the team’s 
creative design and competitive pricing, Cajun was chosen as the successful bidder to complete the cofferdam construction, which 
will take place in early 2018. 

Alex May - Assistant Project Manager  
 

Marathon Galveston Bay Refinery - Continued Success 
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The 3rd Quarter Winner Is ….. 
ROBERT FRITH 

Enjoy Your Paid Day Off! 

 

SWA Slogan Contest Winners 
Back in the May edition of The Pile Times, we brought the spotlight to one of our 
simplest but most effective programs: Stop Work Authority.   

We kicked off a campaign to stress the importance of SWA with a letter from Cajun Deep Foundations’ 
President, Scott Callaway, emphasizing Cajun’s support for any employee who speaks up to stop a 
potentially unsafe act or condition.  We followed up by asking every member of our team to sign a 
pledge committing to the basic principles of safe work and the use of SWA.  After some basic training 
and a follow-up survey, we asked for your best SWA slogan for a chance at winning one of three prizes. 
We had an overwhelming response to the contest and would like to say thank you to everyone that 
participated. The votes have been counted and the results are in…    

          1st Place: Die Cast Model Crane Winner - Todd Williams 
                               “SWA… When standing your ground keeps you above it” 

 
          2nd Place:  $100 Visa Gift Card Winner - Justin Miller 
                            “When in doubt, SWA is your way out” 

 
          3rd Place:   $50.00 Visa Gift Card - Steve Badoin 

                   “Stop the job instead of a heartbeat.  Use SWA.” 
        -Mark Mumford – Safety Manager 

 
WEEKLY HAZARD RECOGNITION WINNERS  

 

 

 

 

 

 

COMMITMENT              INTEGRITY        TRUST                   RESPECT   

TEAMWORK     COMMUNICATION           LOYALTY   

July August September 

Arthur jones Thomas Toler Derrick Moore 
Jason Williams Dustin Glaze Albert Warner 
Cody Veronie Thomas James Chase Duplechain 
John Guillot Chase Duplechain Delicio Raymond 

Blaise Darbonne Aaron Scheffler Delicio Raymond 
James Marshall Chase Duplechain Kris Pitre 

Jamie Caudle Cody Navarre Aaron Scheffler 
Frank Lacoste Jason Clark Raydell Bland 

  
Robert Frith 

  
Brad Savant 


